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ABSTRACT

Few methods have dealt with segmenting multiple images with
analogous content. Concurrent images of a scene and gath-
ered images of a similar foreground are examples of these
images, which we term consistent scene images. In this pa-
per, we present a method to segment these images based on
manual segmentation of one image, by iteratively propagat-
ing information via multi-level cues with adaptive confidence.
The cues are classified as low-, mid-, and high- levels based
on whether they pertain to pixels, patches, and shapes. Prop-
agated cues are used to compute potentials in an MRF frame-
work, and segmentation is done by energy minimization. Through
this process, the proposed method attempts to maximize the
amount of extracted information and maximize the consis-
tency of segmentation. We demonstrate the effectiveness of
the proposed method on several sets of consistent scene im-
ages and provide a comparison with results based only on
mid-level cues [1].

Keywords: computer vision, multi-view image segmenta-
tion, information propagation

1. INTRODUCTION

The problem of segmenting images into regions with common
properties has long been an actively researched topic in com-
puter vision and graphics. When segmenting multiple images
with analogous content segmenting each image separately re-
quires repetitive user input. But, this problem has yet to be
properly addressed. This paper presents a robust method to
segment these images which we call consistent scene images.
Formally, consistent scene images are defined as images with
consistent appearance, be it the object of interest, the fore-
ground, or the background, with limited but general variation
between each image.

The segmentation problem has a broad spectrum and can
be classified in many ways depending on the type of data, i.e.
single image, multiple images, or video, whether user supervi-
sion or higher level cue is provided, and the number of output
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segments. Needless to say, single image segmentation is by
far the most researched. Unsupervised methods that cluster
pixels with homogeneous properties such as color or intensity
into small scale superpixels [2, 3], or large scale regions [4]
tend to create multiple segments. These methods play an im-
portant part as the building blocks for more elaborate segmen-
tations methods. For segmentation results to follow human
intuition, additional information is provided, resulting in su-
pervised methods. The information may be confined to user
input seeds [5, 6], or expanded to high level knowledge of the
object to segment [7, 8]. Segmentation based on graph cuts [5]
have especially played an important part not only in providing
a simple user guided segmentation method, but also as the ba-
sic framework of energy minimization in a pairwise MRF by
finding the min-cut of a graph, where multiple levels of cues
can be incorporated.

Based on the proliferation of effective single image seg-
mentation methods, many methods for segmenting video data
have consequently been proposed. Based on superpixels from
mean shift [2] as building blocks and applying graph cuts [5]
in a 3-D space with a practical user seed input framework, the
methods presented in [10] and [11] have produced convincing
results. Also, real-time methods that segment the input video
stream from a web camera have also been proposed. These
methods are characterized by the cues they utilize, such as
stereo [12], stationary background [13], and motion parame-
ters [14, 15].

Despite these methods for segmenting single images and
video, the need to segment multiple images containing con-
sistent content with unknown variations creates a new prob-
lem. For instance, if the user tries to segment the object from
images taken at various time and place such as the images
in Fig 1, video segmentation cannot be applied, and repeated
use of single image segmentation methods will cause a burden
on the user. Therefore, the problem of segmenting consistent
scene images must deal with the problem of maximizing the
effect of minimal user input by utilizing every possible aspect
of user provided information.

In this paper we deal with this problem by propagating
multiple cues with adaptive confidence from an image seg-
mented by the user. By utilizing multiple cues and evaluat-
ing their confidence, we are able to maximize the propagated
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Fig. 1. Images of the BUS set comprising of image of a two story bus taken at multiple times and places collected from the
VOC2006 database [9] and segmentation results obtained from the method proposed in the paper.

information initially provided by the user, thereby maximiz-
ing the robustness and consistency of segmentation for all im-
ages. The utilized cues can be classified as low, mid, and high
level cues depending on their domain, and their confidences
are evaluated based on the nature of the relation between the
segmented image and the image to segment. In the process
of propagation, the foreground motion between the images is
also estimated to maximize the correlation of the cues. The
propagated cues and their confidence are utilized in an MRF
based bilayer segmentation framework as the bases for com-
puting potentials of pixels, patches, and boundaries. Energy
minimization is performed by finding the min-cut [16] of the
MRF, and cue propagation/segmentation is iterated until all
the images have been segmented.

The problem of cosegmentation [17] which segments a
pair of images simultaneously based on the common content,
and multi-view segmentation [18] which segments images of
a certain object taken at various viewpoints are closely related
to the problem at hand, but with several differences. Coseg-
mentation automatically segments pairs of images with com-
mon foregrounds and contradictory backgrounds. In the case
an image has been segmented, only its foreground and back-
ground histograms are considered to segment the other. For
multi-view segmentation, the images must be calibrated and a
sufficient number of images must be provided so that the im-
ages encompass the whole object of interest. Also, the fore-
ground object must be stationary. In our problem, the number
of consistent scene images may be more than two with arbi-
trary viewpoints and variation in appearance and uncalibrated.
We note that although the use of multiple cues was inspired by
the method of [19], it deals with learning the cues from mul-
tiple images, where as we directly extract cues from a single
segmented image.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2,
we present a general overview of the proposed method. In
section 3 and section 4, we explain the details of determining
multi-level cues and their confidences and propagating them
for iterative segmentation, respectively. Experimental results
are presented in section 5, and the paper is concluded in sec-
tion 6.

2. OVERVIEW OF THE PROPOSED METHOD

The proposed method to segment consistent scene images is
initiated based on a user segmented image. From the seg-
mented image, we extract low, mid, and high level cues, and
propagate them to the image we wish to segment. The confi-
dence of each cue is computed by comparing the similarity of

the segmented image Iseg and the image to segment I .
Multi-level cues are classified into low-level cue Ql which

is based on pixels, mid-level cueQm which is based on patches,
and high-level cue Qh which is based on the shape of the
boundary. More specifically, the pixel distribution of the fore-
ground IFseg and background IBseg of the segmented image con-
stitute Ql, while a dictionary of representative patches from
IFseg and IBseg constitute Qm. The shape of the boundary be-
tween IFseg and IBseg constitutes the high level cue, where the
boundary of I is estimated by estimating the motion between
IFseg and I denoted as T . The cues are categorized as the
aforementioned three since Ql represents the smallest scale of
image components, Qh represents the largest, and Qm repre-
sent which are in between.

The propagated cues are used as the criteria for segment-
ing I in an MRF energy minimization framework where many
methods to integrate multiple cues such as [7, 8, 20] have
been proposed. Also, image segmentation methods [5] and
[6] based on the MRF have established favorable results. This
framework involves computing potentials for multiple cliques
on a random field X defined over a lattice V = {1, 2, ..., N},
including potentials for each random variable x ∈ X corre-
sponding to pixel p ∈ I , pair of random variables (xi, xj)
corresponding to pixel pair (pi, pj), and vector of random
variables x ∈ X corresponding to patch pθ. The segmenta-
tion is done by determining the configuration of X that min-
imizes the sum of all potentials. Here, (i, j) ∈ N denotes
the set of neighboring lattice positions, θ ∈ Θ denotes the set
of all patches, and each x takes a value from the label set
L = {F ,B}.

Potentials are classified as pixel potentials, boundary po-
tentials, and patch potentials. The potentials are combined
through the energy equation:

E(X) = cl

∑
i∈V

φ(xi) +
∑
i∈V

(i,j)∈N

φ(xi, xj) + cm

∑
θ∈Θ

φ(xθ),

(1)
where

φ(xi, xj) = φh(xi, xj |Qh; ch) + λbφb(xi, xj). (2)

Here, cl, cm, and ch represent the confidence of Ql, Qm, and
the confidence of Qh, respectively. Also, φb represents the
gradient based binary terms enforcing smooth boundaries [5],
while other φ terms represent potentials based on propagated
cues and will be explained further in section 4.1.

As mentioned, segmentation results for I are determined
by minimizing E of (1). After segmentation, the newly seg-
mented image I becomes Iseg, the next image Inext becomes
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I , and the process is iterated until all the images have been
segmented. During the iteration process, instead of replacing
old cues with new ones, newly extracted cues are mixed in, in
order to accumulate useful data needed for accurate segmen-
tation.

3. MULTI-LEVEL CUES WITH ADAPTIVE
CONFIDENCE

The multi-level cues each offer a distinctive clue on how to
segment I . Statistics of the overall distribution of the color of
each pixel for both F and B provide a fundamental compari-
son between pixels in each region, while patches comprise a
more specific description with less abstraction. On the other
hand, the boundaries between F and B provide the shape of
each region and the details on the gradient properties that oc-
cur where the regions are divided. We attempt to maximize
the propagated information by utilizing all these cues as well
as compute their confidence in order to compensate for the
inconsistency between Iseg and I .

Low-Level Cue: The distribution of the colors of pixels
that constitute the foreground and background are approxi-
mated by 3-D color histograms. We construct two histograms
HF andHB from pixels that belong to the foreground IFseg and
background IBseg, respectively, of Iseg. Confidence of this cue
is determined by comparing the distance between Iseg and I in
the pixelwise color distribution domain. That is, we define the
confidence cl of Ql from the distance Dl between histograms
HIseg

and HI of Iseg and I , respectively, through a negative
exponential function g(x;σ) = exp(−x2/σ2). Therefore, the
propagated low-level cue and its confidence are:

Ql = {HF
Iseg

,HB
Iseg

}, (3)

cl = g
(−Dl

(HIseg
,HI

)
;σQl

)
. (4)

Mid-Level Cue: We follow the philosophy proposed in
[1] of first segmenting Iseg into superpixels ΘIseg

and then
extracting a constant ratio of patches from each θIseg

, in order
to correlate the number of extracted patches to the texture or
homogeneity in Iseg. By extracting patches ωIseg

from IFseg

and IBseg, we create two dictionaries ΩF
Iseg

and ΩB
Iseg

. Again,
confidence is determined by comparing Iseg and I , but this
time in their superpixel domain. More specifically, we create
color signatures [21] SIseg

and SI based on the superpixels for
Iseg and I , respectively, and apply the distance Dm between
SIseg

and SI as the input to g(x;σ). The propagated mid-level
cue and its confidence are

Qm = {ΩF
Iseg

,ΩB
Iseg

}, (5)

cm = g
(−Dm

(SIseg
,SI

)
;σQm

)
. (6)

High-Level Cue: The boundary between the foreground
and the background represent the outline of the foreground.
This outline is the most important aspect of the shape in terms
of bilayer segmentation, which is essentially the process of
identifying the outline of the foreground. Therefore, we use

HB
Iseg

HF
Iseg

OB
Iseg

OB
Iseg

Ql Qm Qh

Fig. 2. Description of the extracted multi-level cues Ql, Qm,
and Qh utilized for propagating information given by the user
when segmenting Iseg to segment I .

the boundary between IFseg and IFseg as the high level cue.
Since the relation between IFseg and the foreground of I must
be estimated in order for the boundary of Iseg to be useful in
estimating the boundary of I , we estimation the motion be-
tween through T . We apply a feature-based non-rigid regis-
tration method [22] as the motion estimation scheme T and
register IFseg into I , since it can handle various types of mo-
tion. The confidence of the deformed boundary is based on
how well the boundary coincides with the gradients or edges
of I . Specifically, from the gradient map of I , we compute
the gradient vector flow (GVF) [23] and compute the inner
product between the normal of TI(IFseg) and the GVF at the
boundary points to obtain ch. We apply the GVF since it rep-
resents distances as well as orientations of normals dispersed
from nearby gradients. Unlike the cl and cm which are con-
stants, ch is a matrix with the same size as the image. The
final propagated high level cue Qh and its confidence are

Qh = TI

(
IFseg

)
, (7)

and

ch(i) = (⊥ (∇Iseg (i)) · GVFI (i)) × B (TI

(
IFseg

))
(i) ,

(8)
where

B(i) =
{

1, if i is on the boundary
0, otherwise, (9)

and ⊥(v) represents the normal of vector v.
A visual description of each cue is given in Fig. 2

4. ITERATIVE SEGMENTATION FROM
PROPAGATED CUES

4.1. Computing Multi-Level Potentials

Based on the propagated cues we compute potentials of the
pixels p ∈ I , patches pθ ∈ I , and pixel pairs (pi, pj) ∈ N where
(i, j) ∈ N for I . Following the classification scheme for cues,
we term potentials based on pixels as low-level, patches as
mid-level, and propagated boundary as high-level potentials.
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Low-level potentials: Computation of low-level poten-
tials is straight-forward in that they are computed from his-
tograms HF and HB. From the respective histograms, fore-
ground potentials are computed as

φ
(
xi = F|{HF

Iseg
,HB

Iseg
}
)

= −log

( HF
Iseg

(pi)

HF
Iseg

(pi) + HB
Iseg

(pi)

)
.

(10)
where the value of pi is the color and H(pi) is the value of
the histogram corresponding to pi. Background potentials are
computed by replacing HB(pi) in the numerator.

Mid-level potentials: Computation of φ(x|Qm) involves
computing the likelihood l(θ) of each superpixel θI ∈ ΘI .
Again, we extract a certain ratio of patches ΩθI

I for each su-
perpixel θI . For each ωθI

I ∈ ΩθI

I we compute the distance
to its k-nearest neighbor in ΩF

Iseg
and use their average and

variance [1] to obtain the foreground patch likelihood

lF(θI |Qm) =

g
(
E[dknn

(
ωI ,ΩF

Iseg

)
];σF

d

2
)

g
(
E[dknn

(
ωI ,ΩF

Iseg

)
];σF

d

2
)

+ g
(
E[dknn

(
ωI ,ΩB

Iseg

)
];σB

d

2
) ,

(11)

where E[·] denotes average, dknn(ω,Ω) denotes the distance
between ω and its k-nearest neighbor in Ω, and σ2 denotes
variance of the k-nn distances. The foreground potential is
computed as

φ
(
xθI

= F|{ΩF
Iseg

,ΩB
Iseg

}
)

= − |θI | log
(
lF (θI)

)
, (12)

where |θ| is the size of θ. The background potential is com-
puted in the same manner.

High-level potential: The boundary potential φh(I|Qh; ch)
is computed by estimating the potential for the boundary to
be between pairs of variables (xi, xj) based on B(TI(IFseg)).
Therefore, we compute this as

φh

(
xi, xj |B

(TI

(
IF
seg

))
, ch

)
=

φh(xi|B
(TI

(
IF
seg

))
) + φh(xj |B

(TI

(
IF
seg

))
)

2
,

(13)

where

φh

(
xi|B

(TI

(
IF
seg

))
, ch

)
=

∑
ε∈B(TI(IF

seg))

wε(i)ch(ε)d(i, ε)

ρB(TI(IF
seg))

∑
ε∈B(TI(IF

seg))

wε(i)
,

(14)

with wε(i) = exp
(
−d2(i,ε)

ρ2

)
and ρB = E

τ,ξ∈B
[d(τ, ξ)] rep-

resent the weight of the influence of contour point ε and the
average distance between points on the estimated boundary
Bm, respectively. From (14) we are able to put more empha-
sis on estimated boundary points with higher confidence, and
boundary points that are close to lattice point i.

4.2. Energy Minimization

As mentioned, the values of X are determined through mini-
mization of the energy E of (1) based on the computed poten-
tials. This is done by constructing a graph with edge capacities
corresponding to the potentials and finding its min-cut follow-
ing [5] and [16]. The additional potentials of the superpixels
defined in (12) are incorporated in the graph by constructing
auxiliary nodes connecting them to nodes corresponding to
their constituent pixels following the theory recently proposed
in [20].

4.3. Iterative Segmentation

While the segmentation process is iterated throughout the whole
set of consistent scene images, the mid-level cues Qm are ac-
cumulated in order to enrich the information of both the fore-
ground and background. This is done by including relevant
patches ωI extracted from I and excluding irrelevant patches
ω from the dictionaries ΩF and ΩB through the resampling
process presented in [1]. Here, we omitted the subscript for
Ω representing that the patch dictionaries do not depend only
on Iseg and evolve in the iteration process depending on all
images in the set.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We present experimental results on a variety of consistent scene
images, mainly focusing on images sets of an object or images
of a person in motion. The images of the BUS set of Fig. 1
were collected from the VOC2006 database of the Pascal ob-
ject recognition challenge [9]. Although there is a consider-
able amount of change in appearance for both foreground and
background, the proposed method produce consistent results.
Fig. 3 presents another example of images of an object that
may be used as the input for multi-view stereo, and its seg-
mented foreground. We can see that due to abrupt changes in
the appearance, errors may be propagated to adjacent images,
specifically, at in the tail of the dinosaur of image #5, and
therefore the segmentation becomes erroneous. But, this error
may be overcome, as shown in image #7, by the confidence
measures and compensation from other cues which together
reinforce robustness.

Fig. 4 presents the results for images of a person in motion
with varying viewpoints, where image set is comprised of 16
images The proposed method produces accurate results except
for image # 11 where parts of the arm were misclassified as
background. This is due to the fact that the arm was not visible
in the image initially segmented by the user.

We provide a comparison between results obtained from
the proposed method and results based only on mid-level cues
presented in [1] on the KIM set of [24] in Fig. 5. We extract 20
frames from the video of total 185 frames, thereby decreasing
the correlation between the frames and creating an image set
similar to one would get from continuous shooting of a digital
camera. We can see that by incorporating multiple cues helps
to segment the image with a more accurate boundary.
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#1

#3

#5

#7

Fig. 3. Samples of original images and segmented foreground
for the DINO image set comprising of 16 images of a moving
person taken at changing viewpoints.

For the results presented here, mean shift segmentation [2]
was applied to obtain superpixels, the Bhattacharyya distance
was used for Dl, and the Earth Mover’s Distance [21] was user
for Dm. We note that the processes of extracting multiple cues
and measuring their confidence increases computational cost,
taking close to one minute for a 640 × 480 image. But, since
the extracted cues may be extracted in parallel, we believe that
this may be improved by utilizing multiple threads.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

We have presented a method to segment consistent scene im-
ages which combines low-, mid-, and high- level cues with
adaptive confidence to extract and propagate information from
a segmented image. We propose a method to utilize the prop-
agated information in an MRF framework as the bases of the
computation of multiple potentials. The presented experimen-
tal results demonstrate the robustness and accuracy of the method.

#2

#5

#10

#16

Fig. 4. Samples of original images and segmented foreground
for the JE image set comprising of 16 images of a moving
person taken at changing viewpoints.

Since our method is based on a manually segmented im-
age little user input is required. However, when previously
occluded regions become visible, the need for additional user
input may arise. Also, the method may become vulnerable to
error propagation due to its iterative nature. We plan to over-
come both these problems by enabling general user input for
the whole set of images and unifying them in a global manner
in future works.
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